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This (short) 
presentation
will stress:

- Interaction
with users;

- GOES-16 
detections



Our new portal 

A system with dozens of diferent products

www.inpe.br/queimadas



CIMAN combines monitoring of
fires with field info and reports for 
the main events



A new product that allows anyone
to create na inteligent monitoring
system using input from any sources



Why we do this ? To support state fire programs and provide public information



Why we do 
this?

To provide 
the needs of 
any agency 
in the “fire 
business”



Why we do this ? To help the midia with what they need re. fires



Why we do this ? To keep the public updated about fire matters



Why we do this ? To reduce the economic and social impact of fires



Headquartes, ONS-RJ National Control Center of Power Lines in the country

Skip to vídeo showing vegetativo fire & power lin short cut



Why we do this ? To support public policies



Why we do this? 

To support the
decisions of
managers re. 
policies to control
the use of fire.



Why we do this ? To help the enforcement
of fire legislation.
(we do our part in this game ...)

May/15/2018 - Start of
the “prohibition period”

Sept/30 - End of the
“prohibition period”

Fire pixels, July/15 – Sept./30/018:
(all forbidden!)

AQUA:              15,498  detections
9 Satellites:  233,633  detections



Why we do this? To provide near real-time info re. unlawful deforestation

Example for Juina, MT, 12/August/2018. 



Why we do this ? To provide law enforcement agents with the info they need



Why we do this? To advance scince and the state-of-the art



Why we do this ? To provide other state agencies and
services with their needs.



Why we do this?

To help the
federal governmet
cope with the
uncontrolled use 
of fire in the
vegetation and
with the resulting
emissions to the
atmosphere



Why we do this ? To help other countries in the region with similar conditions
( the case of September/2017 with a smoke pall of millions of km2)



Fire Risk
accesses

Accesses to all pages: ~40,000 / month

To Interactive data & map page: ~26,000 / month

To Fire Risk maps: ~1,200 /month



The massive California wildfires, 01-04/Aug/2018 
GOES-16 indicates much
less fires pixels than NPP, 
an expected result of their
diferente pixel resolution: 3 
km  X  0.3 km.

Note that the perimeters
for the total area burned
are very similar for both
satellites.



Two GOES-16 fire pixels for ~25 ha



Seven GOES-16 fire pixels for ~860 ha



Three GOES-16 fire pixels for ~300 ha



One GOES-16 fire pixels for ~73 ha burned



No GOES-16 fire pixels for ~5 ha



No GOES-16 fire pixels for this industrial fire



No GOES-16 fire pixels for 
this fire at INPE on

17/July/2018



Four GOES-16 fire pixels for ~464 ha burned



Only GOES-16 detected this fire





Huge fires = lots of GOES-16 fire pixels



MSG´s SEVIRI problem of “sensor blinding” with intense fires



GOES-16 misregistration of ABI  pixels may occur, as in the early days of the satellite



Comparison of the number of fire pixels for Mato Grosso 
according to the satellite used, Jan. 01 – Oct.02, 2018



Comparison of the temporal distribution of fire pixels detected for Mato Grosso from
Jan/01-Sept/30/2018 by GOES-16/ABI (73,753 pixels) & NPP/VIIRS (100,079 pixels)

96 images/day 2 images/day



Conclusions about GOES-16 & Detection/Monitoring of Vegetation Fires

- The 03 km pixel resolution detects significant vegetation fires (fire front > 200m).

- The 15 min time resolution is excellent for fire monitoring.

- Proportion of fire pixels compared to other satellites is solid.

- Good (and tested) detection algorithms are essential (obviously).

- Not good as a first alarm of fire occurences.



Re. VIIRS: Warning – watch out 
for thermal industrial sources
Example for Rio de Janeiro, 
September 15-30/2018

Exclusion industrial zones



INPE – NOAA – UMD 
validation
experiments at INPE, 
July 2017

If time allows, change
to video showing
2018 experiment



Main current activities
- 1km burned area adaptation from MODIS to VIIRS
- 30m burned area (Landsat) improvements for the Cerrado/Savannas
- Fire Risk improved version (new vegetation maps and 30 m resolution for C.U.s)
- All-satellite universal fire detection algorithm
- NOAA-20 operational ingestion and reprocessing
- Promote the use of the new TERRA-MA2-Q system
- Validation experiments (with NOAA & UMD, c/o W. Schroeder)

Future/Planned activities
- New Smoke products based on NASA products
- Expansion of 30m burned area products to other biomes
- Fire Severity product
- Fire Propagation product
- Validation experiments
- BIROS & TET (DLR data & reception)
- FengYun (Chinese polar orbitter) reception
- New satellites (Geo. & Polar)
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